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Purpose
This paper outlines work underway by agencies in response to the Whakaari/White Island eruption,
and our recommendations for policy review, to support you in discussion of this matter at Cabinet
on 28 January 2020.

Executive summary
Investigations are underway by WorkSafe New Zealand (WorkSafe NZ) and the Coroner into the
circumstances of the Whakaari/White Island eruption on 9 December 201 9 and whether there were
potential breaches of the law. WorkSafe NZ will investigate the conduct of duty holders under the
Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA). to determine if they complied with their duties under
that Act, including the underpinning Health and Safety at Work (Advent,re Activity) Regulations
2016 {the Adventure Activity Regulations).
The investigations may result in prosecutions being taken Th investigations are likely to take up
to 12 months to condude. Sufficient time is needed to ensure robust processes and findings that
can support prosecutions being brought successfully, if merited.
WorkSafe NZ is also undertaking an operational rev ew of the Adventure Activities scheme and
register, and identifying businesses that could be subject to the Adventure Activities Regulations.
DIA is conducting an internal review into roles and responsibilities for offshore islands, and will
report the results to the Minister of Local Government.
The investigations underway will not consider the policy settings of the Adventure Activity
Regulations or their implementation The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE)
has a planned post-implementation review of the Adventure Activity Regulations that it could bring
forward. This would have resou ce and delivery implications for the wider HSWA regulatory reform
work programme.
We recommend instea that a limited policy review be scoped to determine if there are any
weaknesses in he regime for adventure activities that intersect with significant natural hazards,
including tau ism on other volcanos, geothermal areas etc. Stage one of this work would consider
whether there is a case for policy changes to the status quo and provide for a decision to be made
on whether further policy work is desirable and feasible.
We recommend that the full post implementation review is not started until after WorkSafe NZ's
reviews are complete, and that the timing for this full review is considered in due course against
other regulatory priorities.
We believe that any wider questions of access warrant consideration at a cross-government level.
These are not appropriate to consider solely within the HSWA framework or for MBIE to lead
alone.
There are choices on the scope, timing and approach to any policy review that you may wish to
discuss with your Cabinet colleagues at the 28 January 2020 meeting.
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Initiating an additional formal inquiry at this point into potential failures in the regulatory framework,
with corollary investigative powers, risks cutting across the investigations running their course and
undermining their integrity. If Ministers decided to commission an independent inquiry or review,
our advice is that the appropriate timing would be after the investigations are completed.

Recommended action
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) recommends that you:
a

Note the Whakaari/White Island investigations will not consider po licy settings or
implementation of the Health and Safety at Work (Adventure Activity) Regulations 2016.
Noted

b

Note that MBIE recommends a limited policy review be scoped to determine if there are any
weaknesses in the regulatory regime for adventure activities that intersect with significant
natural hazards.
Noted

c

Note that MBIE recommends that the planned post implementation review takes place after
WorkSafe NZ's operational reviews are complete.
Noted

d

Note there are choices on the scope, timing and approach to any policy review that you may
wish to discuss with your Cabinet colleagues at the 28 January 2020 meeting.
Noted

e

Refer this briefing to the Minister of Local Government for her information.
Agree/Disagree

Ruth Isaac
General Manager,
Labour and lmmigra ion Policy, MBIE
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Investigations underway
Following the events on Whakaari/White Island on 9 December 2019, investigations are
underway by the Coroner and WorkSafe NZ into the circumstances of what happened on the
island, whether there are potential breaches of the law, and, if so, whether any prosecutions
should be brought.

2.

When there has been a sudden and unexpected death, the New Zealand Police investigate
on behalf of the Coroner. They may also investigate whether an offence has been committed
under the laws the NZ Police are responsible for. The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is also
conducting an inquiry.

3.

Collectively, the investigations underway are expected to cover the range of inquisitorial
questions being raised on what happened and why on the island. The investigations are
expected to take several months to work through, with a statutory deadline of 12 months for
WorkSafe NZ's investigation to complete and bring any charges (noting there is scope under
HSWA to apply for an extension of up to a further 12 months).

4.

Expediting these processes would likely undermine the integrity of the investigations'
recommendations and the ability of the agencies to develop a substan ve and successful
case for any prosecutions, if merited. Any prosecutions will be under the law as it stands.
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1.

WorkSafe NZ investigation

WorkSafe NZ has opened a health and safety investigati n under the Health and Safety at
Work Act 2015 (HSWA), into the harm and loss of life caused by the eruption. As the work
health and safety regulator and administrator of the Health and Safety at Work (Adventure
Activity) Regulations 2016 (the Adventure Activity Regulations), WorkSafe will be
investigating and considering all of the relevant work health and safety issues surrounding
this tragic event.

6.

Once WorkSafe NZ decides to investigate, it begins a formal, structured process of inquiry.
Investigations involve a number of steps and considerations. These will vary depending on
the circumstances and generally nclude:

iv
e

examining the scene and collecting evidence

•

interviewing relevant people

•

reviewing d cuments relating to the incident

•

engaging expe ts to help it understand what has happened and why, and

•

liais ng w th other agencies and regulators.

oa
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Once WorkSafe NZ has completed its investigation, it will use the information it has gathered
to decide what further action to take. This might include enforcement action, such as taking a
prosecution if there is sufficient evidence of a breach of relevant legislation and doing so is in
the public interest. It may take _other action, such as:

Pr
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5.

8.

•

referring the incident to another agency

•

providing a report to the Coroner to help them establish the causes and circumstances
of a death, or

•

ensuring that action is taken to deal with immediate risks of harm, and to prevent
similar incidents from happening.

WorkSafe NZ will investigate the conduct of duty holders under HSWA to determine if they
complied with their duties under that Act, including the underpinning Adventure Activity

2048 19 20
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Regulations. Table1 below outlines, for illustrative purposes, how the HSWA would generally
apply.
9.

Breaches of HSWA duties carry a range of penalties up to and including criminal sanctions.

Table 1: Illustration of HSWA duty holders
,
Duty lfolct.r

Nalurelo.f
activity

Duty ancfstaiidard,of•!;;are; lllustratlon cmQfneraliappllcatJQn
, 11

PCBU - person
conducting a
business or
undertaking

Usually a company
or business entity

Operation of the
business

Must do what is

Tour operators must do what is reasonably

reasonably practicable to

PCBU's primary
duty of care
arises from the
work that the
business does

ensure the health and
safety of IM)rkers and
others is not put at risk by
its IM)rk

practicable to eliminate or minimise risks to
health and safety of its workers nd others,
based on what it can influence or ntrol.
Operators that provide adventu e acti ities as
defined in the regulations must pass an audit
and be registered.

Holds the primary
duty of care under
HSWA

The land owner will have duties to the extent
that it is a PCBU a d a work arrangement
' exists. The exte t of its duties depend on what
it can influen e and control.
Emergenc responders should have
p ocesses in ace for understanding and
managing the risks that their workers and
others may be exposed to.

Officer

Governance

Directors, partners,
senior leaders
exercising significant
influence in
management

Making
management,
policy and
investment
decisions that
affect IM)rk
health and safety

Worker

Work activities

Employees,
contractors, labour
hire workers,
trainees, volunteer
workers

Exercise due diligence o
ensure their PCBU
complies with its du ies.
Officer duties are separate
and different to the PCBU
duties

Take reasonable care for
their own health and safety
and not adversely affect the
health and safety of others

Officers must take reasonable steps to

understand how their business works and how
it manages work health and safety, and ensure
their decisions take account of the need for the
PCBU to meet its duties.

Workers should take reasonable care not to
cause harm to themselves or others, and
cooperate with policies and comply with
instructions.

Cooperate with PCBU's
policies and procedures
Comply with reasonable

instructions from the PCBU

Ir
Others at a
workplace

\;

W rkplace visitors,
custo ers, casual
volunteers when at a
1,Wrkplace

I Activities at a
workplace

Visits, workplace
tours, meetings,
client or
customer
activities

Take reasonable care at
1,Wrkplaces for their own
health and safety and not
adversely affect the health
and safety of others

Clients should take reasonable care not to

cause harm to themselves or others, and
comply with instructions.

Com ply with reasonable
instructions from the PCBU

Maintenance of ttie law
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Maintenance of ttie law

Access to Whakaari/White Island
Maintenance oflnelaw

13.

An inspector can issue a prohibition notice under HSWA to a PCBU, where they reasonably
believe an activity is occurring at a workplace that involves (or may involve) a serious risk to
health and safety arising from an immediate or imminent exoosure to a hazard. I
Maintenance of ttie law

14.

A decision to issue a prohibition notice is an operational one made on a case by case basis
by an inspector, having been satisfied that grounds exist. These considerations would aQply
to each PCBU on their own merits, and there is no possible blanket approach.
Maintenance of the law

15.

DIA is conducting an internal review into roles and responsibilities for offshore islands, and
will report the results to the Minister of Local Government. The review will:

•

assess the Department's role in discharging the territorial authority function for White
Island

•

review the adequacy of the Department's current arrangements with the Bay of Plenty
Regional Civil Defence and Emergency Management Group, and
consider wider issues and options about the regulatory framework for providing
territorial authority functions to offshore islands.

16.

MBIE is also working with the Department of Conservation, as a significant public landowner
of locations where adventure activities occur (including around volcanic activity), to
understand how the adventure activities scheme is being implemented, with a view to
identifying any policy issues.

17.

We note also that a judicial review around restricting access to Whakaari/White Island is
being sought by a private individual.

18.

We believe that wider questions of access warrant consideration at a cross-government
level. These are not appropriate to place solely within the HSWA framework or for MBIE to
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lead alone. The risk, if these matters are not considered and addressed from a wider, co
ordinated perspective, is that the HSWA regime takes the full weight of regulating these
issues and is relied upon to address them. This would likely lead to a sub-optimal solution,
given the limitations of the regime to do so. For example, the HSWA regime is not designed
to regulate public safety matters that are not related to work.

Work Health and Safety policy and operational workstreams
WorkSafeNZ

d

identifying businesses that could be subject to the Adventure Activities Regulations

•

undertaking an operational review of the Adventure Activities register its
completeness and operational procedures

•

a reflective learning assessment for WorkSafe - consideration of it regulatory
performance in respect of the regulation of adventure activities.

se

•
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20.

As well as its investigation under HSWA, WorkSafe is currently scoping three further pieces
of work relating to adventure activities:

You have requested a full report of the operational review from Wo kSafe NZ once this is
completed. As you are aware, WorkSafe NZ is also considering the funding implications of its
Whakaari/White Island investigation and related activity, and is working with MBIE to report
to you on this matter.

MBIE policy and monitoring work

R

19.

MBIE is the lead policy agency for the Adventure Activities Regulations and monitoring
department for WorkSafe NZ.

22.

The investigations underway will not consider he policy settings of the Adventure Activity
Regulations or their implementation.

23.

The Adventure Activities Regula ions are relatively new, passed in 2011 and coming into
force in November 2014, following widespread concerns over the appropriate management
of risk in the adventure ourism sector. The regulations were updated in 2012 to reflect
changes in the sector and in response to incidents in skydiving and hot air ballooning, and in
2016 to update the regulations to align with the new HSWA and make it an offence to offer
activities while not being registered.

24.

In October 2016 WorkSafe briefed the former Minister for Workplace Relations and Safety
and the fo mer Minister of Tourism on the results of a survey of the Adventure Activities
scheme's perfo mance during the three year period to March 2016. The report made some
recommendations for changes to the scheme, none of which would require amendments to
the regulations.

Pr
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21.

25.

G ven the relative newness of the Adventure Activities Regulations, a post-implementation
review is scheduled as part of MBIE's health and safety at work regulatory reform work
programme. This is a multi-year programme to ensure the regulations supporting HSWA are
robust, comprehensive and fit for purpose, in line with the findings of the Independent
Taskforce on Workplace Health and Safety, which was commissioned subsequent to the
Pike River Coal Mine tragedy.

26.

A post-implementation review is not a first-principles review of the regulations or intended to
substantially reshape the original policy intent. It considers how well the policy settings, the
regulations, and their implementation have met the policy intent, and determines whether any
amendments are needed to support delivery of that intent.

2048 19-20
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27.

This review would assess the adventure activities regulatory framework and policy settings
for effectiveness. It would also assess WorkSafe NZ's implementation of the regulations and
whether this supports the regulatory system to function as intended. Any review would
include public consultation with affected. parties, and wolllld benefit from completion first of
WorkSafe's operational reviews referred above.

28.

29.

Out of Scope

As monitoring department we will continue to engage with WorkSafe NZ on a regular basis to
discuss performance and other issues. This includes continuing to actively consider changes
in their operating environment and factors that may impact their operations and performance
including consequential financial impacts.

Options for policy review and impacts
30.

There are outstanding policy questions that will not be answered by the investigations,
primarily:
a.

Assuming current arrangements remain for access to Whakaari/White Island, are any
changes needed to regulatory systems to manage risks to acceptable levels?

b.

Are there problems with the adventure activity reg llllatory framework or its
implementation that need addressing to enable it to function as intended?

31 .

The policy question of whether future access to WhakaariNVhite Island should be allowed
may be one that Ministers wish to consider.

32.

In commissioning any policy review of the adventure activity regulatory framework, you may
wish to consider the desired scope of revi w, he timing of any recommendations and for
implementing any subsequent changes, as well as how best to maintain public trust and
confidence in the agencies providing advic and recommendations to Ministers.

33.

Any review would need to be carefully scoped to ensure it would not cut across the
investigations underway, or undermine their integrity.

34.

If a policy review was deemed necessary, MBIE could bring forward the post-implementation
review of the Adventure Activities Regulations, to identify any unintended gaps or problems
in the settings or in implementation of the Adventure Activities regulations.

35.

While we conside some review of policy settings is necessary in the wake of the
Whakaari/White Island tragedy, we do not recommend a wide, first principles policy review of
the Adven ure Activities regime in the first instance. There is no presenting evidence to date
that a review of the fundamental regulatory framework is required. The 2016 survey
commissioned by WorkSafe NZ did not indicate regulatory changes were needed.

36 .

T ere has been a reduction in fatalities since the regulations were implemented. There were
31 deaths in the five years prior to the review (2004-2009). Since 2014, when the regime was
fully in force, we had seen eight deaths in these regulated adventure activities, until the
WhakaariNVhite Island tragedy. At the same time, New Zealand's tourism sector has grown
by more than 55% since 2009.

37.

The wider the review, the more complex the issues at stake and greater breadth of impact of
any potential changes. These would require more time and significant resource to consider
and to consult on current practice and potential options for change. Any policy choices could
have potentially wide-ranging consequences that would need to be considered judiciously
against the wider context of how New Zealand manages risk. It is not clear that there are
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failures which suggest a shift in overall policy on risk management in health and safety or
hazard management is necessary at this stage.
38.

However, we consider it is worth investigating whether the Adventure Activities regime as
currently set is appropriate for the full range of similar circumstances, given the risk appetite
shown for certain activities such as volcanic tourism.

39.

Scope options include:
review of the adventure activities regulatory framework and its implementation for
volcanic tourism on Whakaari/White Island only - to identify if any changes were
needed to manage risks to acceptable levels for volcanic tourism on the island

•

review of adventure activities and wider natural hazards, including tourism on othe
volcanos, geothermal areas etc - to determine whether there are any unintended
weaknesses in the framework at the intersection of natural hazards and adventure
activities

•

the full post-implementation review as scheduled on our work programme for all
adventure activities.

Our recommended approach is the second option. This would allow fo a quicker delivery
than the full post-implementation review, and would enable us to consider other areas where
there may be greater risk of catastrophic events such as the Whakaari/White Island eruption.
The narrowness of the first option risks undermining or fettering the WorkSafe NZ
investigation, while the second, broader option provides fo a more comparative approach
rather than a narrow, inquisitorial one.

41.

This review might identify wider issues that could then feed into the fuller post
implementation review at a later stage, or it may be that after this first review, no further need
for policy work is required, or that any fixes are more of an operational nature.

42.

While a full post-implementation review would usually take 12 to 18 months, the second
option would require about 12 mon hs taking into account the legislative requirements for
appropriate public consultation on a y issues and proposals for change. The upcoming
election period will also affect tim ng and progress.

43.

If Ministers wished to co sider reviewing specifically the policy settings for particular, limited
circumstances where there was greater chance of catastrophic events or multiple fatalities with the intention of determining where a more restrictive stance could be taken - this could
be done through Option 2.

44.
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We could provide initial advice on a quicker timeframe, say 3 months, which would scope
and identi y the problems relating to natural hazards and adventure activities, consider
potential policy options, and seek a decision on whether further policy work was desirable
and feasible, or to maintain the status quo.

45.

We do consider it likely that policy advice on these matters may stray into wider questions of
natural hazard regulation and public safety than simply HSWA levers.

46.

We recommend that the full post implementation review is not started until after WorkSafe
NZ's operational reviews are complete, and that the timing for this full review is considered in
due course against other regulatory priorities.

47.

We will discuss with you your priorities for the wider regulatory reform work programme in the
coming weeks.
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Oufof Scope

A formal inquiry could cut across the investigations
51.

Initiating an additional fonnal inquiry at this point into potential failures in the regulatory
framework, with investigative powers , risks cutting across the investigations and undennining
their integrity. If Ministers decided to commission an independent inquiry or review, our
advice is that the appropriate timing would be after the investigations are completed.

52.

It would remain open to Cabinet to commission an independent or wider-ranging review at a
later stage, including in light of any new infonnation arising from the investigations or any
policy review suggesting here are systemic failures of institutions or regulatory approach. In
those circumstances mo re independence may be important to maintain public confidence
and manage conflict of interest.

Next steps
53.

We understand the response to Whakaari/White Island will be an oral item for discussion at
th 28 January 2020 cabinet meeting. We are available to discuss this matter with you,
including options for policy review, at the first officials' meeting on 27 January 2020.

54.

We will provide you with talking points if required far the cabinet meeting.
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